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Abstract
Polyglot text-to-speech synthesis, i.e. the synthesis of
sentences containing one or more inclusions from other
languages, primarily depends on an accurate morpho-
syntactic analyzer for such mixed-lingual texts. From
the output of this analyzer, the pronunciation can be de-
rived by means of phonological transformations which
are language-specific and depend on various contexts. In
this paper a new rule formalism for such phonological
transformations is presented, which complies also with
the requirements of the mixed-lingual situation.

1. Introduction

Following the approach of generative phonology in [1],
text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis requires the underlying
syntactic structure in order to derive the correct pronunci-
ation, as it was shown e.g. in [2] and [3]. This underlying
structure is even more important in the case of polyglot
TTS where mixed-lingual input text has to be processed.
Such texts can contain various inclusions from other lan-
guages.

The morphological and syntactic analysis of mixed-
lingual text presented in [4] provides an appropriate so-
lution to this issue. The syntax tree from this analysis not
only describes the morphological structure of the words
and the syntactic structure of the sentence, but also in-
cludes a language label for each constituent.

In this paper we describe in Section 2 the require-
ments to a component which performs two tasks, namely
phonological transformations on the one hand and assim-
ilation and pronunciation modification on the other hand.
Section 3 illustrates such transformations by means of
an example and describes how they can be specified by
means of so-called multi-context rules. In Section 4 we
show the realization of a component for such phonolog-
ical transformations. This realization is based on finite
state automata (FSA).

The result of these transformations is a complete pho-
netic representation of a sentence to be synthesized. From
this phonetic representation the phono-acoustical model
derives the sentence prosody and generates the speech
signal, as shown in [5].

2. Requirements of a mixed-lingual
phonological component

The requirements of a mixed-lingual phonological com-
ponent are evidently determined by the way of pronunci-
ation wanted. For our polyglot TTS system we are aim-
ing at the “Swiss manner” of pronunciation of mixed-
lingual text. This means that foreign inclusions, espe-
cially English, French and Italian ones, are pronounced in
accordance to the rules of the originating language. As-
similation to the base language, i.e. to German, is rather
marginal and happens primarily close to language switch-
ing positions.

Consequently, the phonological component of our
polyglot TTS system must be able to cope with the differ-
ent phonological phenomena of each language involved.
This requires a rule formalism that is flexible enough to
describe all possible context restrictions of such phono-
logical rules. The following section gives some examples
of phonological transformations and the corresponding
context restrictions.

2.1. Context restrictions of phonological phenomena

Phonological phenomena are language specific and de-
pend on various contexts, as the following examples il-
lustrate:

German aspiration In word-initial position, the Ger-
man unvoiced plosives [p], [t] and [k] preceding a
vowel are aspirated, denoted as [ph], [th] and [kh],
resp. They are also aspirated in word-final position
before a break.

French liaison Within French noun groups, liaison
is forbidden between a singular noun and a
consecutive adjective, e.g. “un bruit effroyable”
[œ̃-bö4i-e-föwa-jabl]; between a plural noun and
a following adjective it is optional, e.g. “les
amis agréables” [le-za-mi-(z)a-göe-abl]; liaison is
mandatory between a preceding adjective and a
noun, e.g. “un bon ami” [œ̃-bO-na-mi].

French liaison consonant realization The phonetic
liaison consonant can be directly derived from the
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corresponding graphemic consonant: “s”, “x” or
“z” result in [z]; “c”, “q” or “g” in [k], etc.

English linking “r” Word-final “r” is usually pro-
nounced only, if the following word begins with a
vowel, e.g. “four eggs” [fO:r egz] but “four pounds”
[fO: pa<undz].

These examples show that phonological phenomena de-
pend on various contexts: The German aspiration rule
needs only phonetic context, whereas the English link-
ing rule requires both phonetic and graphemic contexts.
The French liaison rules need phonetic, graphemic and
syntactic contexts. Furthermore, since all of these phono-
logical phenomena are language-specific, language forms
another context.

2.2. Cross-lingual assimilation phenomena

As mentioned above, foreign inclusions in German sen-
tences virtually keep the pronunciation prescribed by the
originating language (see begin of Section 2). Even if as-
similation of foreign inclusions to the base language is
very weak, it is clearly present and must be handled cor-
rectly.

In a word like e.g. “Dufourstrasse”, which is com-
posed from the French proper name “Dufour” and the
German noun “Strasse” (street), the French [ö] has to be
replaced by the German [r]. It would sound rather affect-
edly to pronounce [dYfuöStra:s@] instead of [dYfurStra:s@].
Such assimilations occur only near the language switch-
ing position, however, and only in short inclusions.

2.3. Consequences for phonological rule formalism

Considering phonological and cross-lingual assimilation
phenomena as presented above, a rule formalism has to
comply with the following requirements:

• It must be possible to define rule contexts on the
phonetic, graphemic and syntactic level.

• The formalism must allow the specification of lan-
guage dependent contexts. Accordingly, it must be
possible to constrain rules to specific cross-lingual
contexts.

• Additionally, it is highly desirable that for a mixed-
lingual phonological component for a set of lan-
guages, the superset of the rule sets of the individ-
ual languages (eventually extended with some rules
for cross-lingual phenomena) can be used.

Therefore we have designed a new formalism for phono-
logical rules, that extends our existing two-level formal-
ism described in [6], and that meets all the requirements
stated above. This formalism allows to specify multiple
context constraints, i.e. graphemic, phonetic and syntac-
tic constraints in a cross-lingual manner. Thus we called
it a “multi-context rules” formalism.

3. Multi-context rules

Before introducing the multi-context rule formalism, we
illustrate the function of phonological transformations by
means of a mixed-lingual example sentence.

3.1. Mixed-lingual example

Let’s consider the mixed-lingual sentence “Anciens Amis
sind keine Amis anciens.” (“Ex-friends are no old
friends.”). This German declarative sentence contains two
incomplete French noun groups (i.e. the article is missing
which corresponds to the German indefinite plural form).
The syntax tree of this sentence is shown in Figure 1.

This syntax tree specifies the pronunciations on the
word level. The application of phonological transforma-
tions produces the standard pronunciation of the sentence
which is (to simplify matters, syllable stress and prosodic
phrase information has been removed):

[Pãs-jẼ-z a-mi- zInt- kha<i-n@- Pa-mi-(z) ãs-jẼ]

Note that phonetic symbols in parentheses are optional.
The following phonological transformations have been
applied in this example:

The aspiration of [kh] in the German word “keine”
follows the German aspiration rule defined in Section 2.1.
The plosive [t] in the word “sind” is not aspirated, how-
ever, because there is no break after this word.

The standard pronunciation of the French partial noun
groups is obtained by applying the French rules for
mandatory and optional liaison, resp. The first French
inclusion “Anciens Amis” is pronounced [ãs-jẼ-za-mi].
Here the liaison consonant [z] is inserted. In the second
incomplete French noun group “Amis anciens”, the liai-
son consonant [z] is optional (as defined in Section 2.1)
which results in [a-mi-(z)ãs-jẼ]. The actual realization of
this optional consonant depends on the style of pronunci-
ation wanted.
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Figure 1: Syntax tree of the sentence “Anciens Amis
sind keine Amis anciens.”, including graphemic and pho-
netic terminals. The phonetic symbols largely follow the
SAMPA definition. The suffixes _F and _G of the con-
stituent identifiers indicate the languages French and
German resp.



Furthermore, a cross-lingual phenomenon has to be
considered which arises from the German glottal stop
rule. According to this rule, potentially every initial
vowel of a word or a stem morpheme is preceded by a
glottal stop. A similar rule applies also for foreign inclu-
sions, i.e. a glottal stop has to be assigned to the initial
vowel of the inclusion. “Anciens Amis” therefore has to
be pronounces as [Pãs-jẼz a-mi] in our example sentence.

From this example it is obvious that only the appli-
cation of both the German and the French phonological
transformations can produce the desired standard pronun-
ciation for a German sentence with French inclusions.

3.2. A multi-context rule formalism

We propose a rule form to specify phonological transfor-
mations on the syntax tree with restrictions on specific
syntactic, graphemic and phonological contexts. A multi-
context rule is specified by a subtree pattern plus an asso-
ciated phonological rule separated by the symbol ’:’.

SubtreePattern : σ/ρ ⇔ L _ R ;

The application of this phonological rule is triggered at
each matching position of the subtree pattern within the
syntax tree.

The phonological rule is an extension to the
well-known two-level formalism in [7] by including
graphemic, phonetic and phonological symbols in the al-
phabet. The subtree pattern specify the syntactic context
and define for each constituent if the graphemic and/or
phonetic representation is subject to the phonological
transformation defined by the rule. These patterns may be
specified using constituent symbols plus additional wild-
card symbols listed in Table 1.

For a successful match of a subtree pattern with the
syntax tree two conditions must be fulfilled: first, all con-
stituents dominated by a specific constituent K in the pat-
tern must also be dominated by the corresponding con-
stituent K in the syntax tree. Second, two consecutive
constituents L and R of the subtree pattern must match
with neighboring constituents in the syntax tree. Two
constituents, L and R, are neighbors if there is no right
branching in the path from L to the common immediate
dominator of L and R, and if there is no left branching in
the path from R to this dominator. Examples of subtree
patterns are shown in Figure 2.

4. Implementation

The input to the phonological component is the syntax
tree with graphemic and phonetic terminals. Every suc-
cessful match of a subtree pattern on this input triggers

* any sequence (0. . . n) of constituents
including their (possibly empty) subtrees

? any constituent (exactly one)

Table 1: Wild-card symbols used within syntax patterns.

Figure 2: Examples of subtree patterns: the top left pat-
tern specifies the syntactic context of French manda-
tory liaison between a preceding adjective and a noun
within a French noun group. The operator ’[]’ selects
the underlying phonological representation of both con-
stituents for application by the associated phonological
rule. Also, denoted by the operator ’{}’, the graphemic
representation of the first one is selected. The bottom
left pattern specifies the syntactic context of French op-
tional liaison between a plural noun and a subsequent
adjective. The pattern specifies the noun with an ad-
ditional feature-value pair, i.e. <NR=PL>, which only
matches plural nouns. The pattern to the right specifies
a mixed-lingual syntactic context for glottal stop assign-
ment within French noun groups as foreign inclusions in
German declarative sentences.

the application of the associated phonological rule to a
sequence of phonetic and/or graphemic terminals as spec-
ified by the operators ’[]’ and ’{}’ within this subtree
pattern.

The associated phonological rules adhere to the stan-
dard two-level formalism as defined for our TTS system
in [6]. These phonological rules can be compiled into a
FSA using the same two-level compiler as standard two-
level rules.

Figure 3 shows two examples of multi-context rules
for French liaison that use the two left subtree patterns
of Figure 2 as syntactic context. Applying the first one of
these rules to the syntax tree of the example sentence in
Figure 1 matches the last French inclusion, i.e. “Amis an-
ciens”. The operators ’[]’ and ’{}’ select the graphemic
and phonetic representation of the noun plus the phonetic
representation of the adjective as input to the phonologi-
cal transformation rule. This input sequence is shown on
the left side of (1). The right side denotes the same se-
quence after insertion of the optional liaison [(z)] by the
associated phonological rule:

{amis}[ami][ãsjẼ] ⇒ {amis}[ami(z)][ãsjẼ] (1)
The second multi-context rule of Figure 3 matches the
first French inclusion, i.e. “Anciens Amis”. The selected
phonological input sequence is shown on the left side of
(2). The corresponding output sequence on the right side
shows the insertion of mandatory liaison [z]:

{anciens}[ãsjẼ][ami] ⇒ {anciens}[ãsjẼz][ami] (2)



The mixed-lingual glottal stop rule using the left subtree
pattern of Figure 2 as syntactic context is shown in Fig-
ure 4.

The sequence ’NGM_F ( ? [] * 0 )’ matches
any left-most subconstituent of a French partial noun
group NGM_F. Thus, this rules matches twice in the ex-
ample sentence of Figure 1. Only the phonetic represen-
tation of that subconstituent is subject to further phono-
logical transformations. The left sides of (3) show these
input sequences, while the right sides present the corre-
sponding outputs.

[ãsjẼz] ⇒ [PãsjẼz]
[ami(z)] ⇒ [Pami(z)] (3)

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The presented multi-context rule formalism allows to
describe phonological phenomena which are inherently
language-specific and may depend on graphemic, pho-
netic, syntactic and other context. A set of such rules
therefore can be used in the phonological transformation
component of a TTS system.

For a polyglot TTS system that has to process mixed-
lingual text of a certain set of languages, it is advan-
tageous that the mixed-lingual phonological component
can easily be constructed from the monolingual ones
of the languages concerned. By means of multi-context
rules this is possible, provided that the rules have been
defined in a language-dependent manner. In this case, the
rule sets of the individual languages can just be put to-
gether.

In our polyglot TTS system, multi-context rules are
always language-specific, because all constituent names

%P set of all phone symbols
%V set of vowel symbols

NGM_F ( * N_F <NR=PL> {}[] ADJ_F [] * ) :
@/’(z)’ <=>
’s’ ’}’ ’[’ {%P} %V _ ’]’ ’[’ %V ;

NGM_F ( * ADJ_F {}[] N_F [] * ) :
@/’z’ <=>
’s’ ’}’ ’[’ {%P} %V _ ’]’ ’[’ %V ;

Figure 3: Multi-context rules specifying phonological
transformations for French liaison: the first rule inserts
an optional liaison [(z)] between French plural noun and
subsequent French adjective within the nominal part of
a French noun group. The second rule inserts a liaison
[z] between preceding French adjective and French noun
within the nominal part of a French noun group. Both
rules have the same graphemic context, i.e. the grapheme
“s” preceding a graphemic word boundary ’}’, and the
same phonetic context, i.e. two neighboring vowels in
front of and after a phonetic word boundary ’]’ ’[’.

%V set of vowel symbols

SD_G ( * NGM_F ( ? [] * ) * ) :
@/’?’ <=> ’[’ _ %V ;

Figure 4: Multi-context rule specifying a mixed-lingual
phonological transformation for glottal stop assignment
within French inclusions in German sentences: this rule
inserts a glottal stop at the beginning of the first subcon-
stituent of French noun groups only if they are inclusions
in a German declarative sentence.

of the syntax tree from the morpho-syntactic analyzer are
language specific (all of them have got a language suffix)
and thus the language dependence is automatically given
by the subtree pattern of the rule.

It has to be mentioned that multi-context rules cannot
only be used for phonological transformations as shown
in this paper, but they are also well-suited to describe par-
ticular (but regular) pronunciations such as specific di-
alectal or stylistic variants.
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